
Our Few and Evil Days review – Cusack 
and Hinds shine through the darkness 
Abbey theatre, Dublin 
Sinéad Cusack and Ciarán Hinds superbly negotiate the emotional waves in Mark O’Rowe’s 
tense new play about a couple whose past comes back to haunt them 

 

 
His dark materials … Sinéad Cusack and Tom Vaughan-Lawlor in Our Few and Evil Days 

A married couple are trapped in deadly repetition in Mark O’Rowe’s tense new play, which 
begins as social comedy. Every detail of a comfortable sitting room and kitchen is realised in 
Paul Wills’ hyperreal design of a suburban Dublin house. In a departure from his earlier plays, 
O’Rowe’s dialogue is as naturalistic as the set design, with characters interrupting each other, 
letting inconsequential sentences hang in the air. 

The sense of this family’s ordinariness is gradually undermined as the middle-aged couple, 
Michael (Ciarán Hinds) and Margaret (Sinéad Cusack), entertain their daughter’s new 
boyfriend, Dennis (Tom Vaughan-Lawlor). As he begins to take more than a polite interest in 
them, secrets are hinted at. In the small hours, Dennis makes a confession to Margaret that 
crosses social and personal boundaries. As cracks open up in the bland surface of their lives, 
the play moves into the realm of the psychological thriller, building to a disclosure that 
changes our understanding of all that has gone before. 

Under O’Rowe’s direction, a sense of unease builds, through lighting blackouts and 
cliffhanger scene-endings, suggesting that the house becomes a very different place at night-
time. Michael’s aggressive streak and Margaret’s air of bruised defeat seem rooted in the 
family’s past. This comes under scrutiny from their adored daughter, Adele (Charlie Murphy) 
as she pieces together childhood memories of the night her 11-year-old brother ran away and 
never returned. Through careful patterning of scenes and a sub-plot involving a friend’s 
suicide, different versions of love are suggested: obsessive, abusive or transgressive. 



In the central roles, Cusack and Hinds negotiate the emotional waves superbly. Their 
beautifully nuanced performances anchor overextended scenes of crisis, which in other hands 
would be melodramatic. Though the final revelations seem contrived rather than devastating, 
O’Rowe probes difficult territory here, testing limits. In a relationship going far beyond co-
dependency, these two people are bound together by guilt and by something that would once 
have been called sin. 

 


